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WE DIDN’T JUST
CHANGE A BRAKE PAD.
WE CHANGED THE GAME.

Copper Compliant To 2025.

INTRoDUCING THE WoRlD’S fIRST ENHANCED
HyBRID BRAKE PAD.
Element3™ with Enhanced Hybrid Technology™
(EHT) takes braking control to a whole new level. Its
innovative formulation delivers the best attributes of
ceramic and semi-metallic all in one pad. The result?
Long life, less noise, reduced dust, and better wear
and durability across all types of vehicles and braking
situations. Not to mention fewer comebacks and more satisfied customers, too. Get ready for
unprecedented braking control. Only with Element3.
www.element3eht.com

©Copyright 2014, Brake Parts Inc LLC. All rights reserved. The trademarks EHT and
Element3 are among the trademarks of Brake Parts Inc LLC. Raybestos and The Best
in Brakes are used under license from Affinia International Inc. The LeafMark is a
trademark of The Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Association.
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TRW Adds VIN Reader
To Mobile Catalogue
Apps
TRW’s North American
(NA) Aftermarket Group
has announced the
addition of a Vehicle
Identification Number
(VIN) reader to its
mobile catalogue apps for
iPhone and Android, to
aid in fast and accurate
identification of parts.

Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com
News and more by
following JobberNews
on Twitter.
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Honeywell has announced that investments
of approximately $300 million will be made
by the company and key suppliers to increase
production capacity for HFO-1234yf, a new
refrigerant for automobiles with a globalwarming potential (GWP) of less than 1. This
GWP is 99.9% lower than that of HFC-134a,
the current refrigerant in use, and even lower
than that of carbon dioxide.
Among these investments, Honeywell will
construct a high-volume manufacturing plant
using new process technology at the company’s existing Geismar, Louisiana, refrigerants
manufacturing site, which is expected to be
fully operational in 2016. The exact size of
the plant will depend on supply agreements
that Honeywell is putting in place with major
customers.
HFO-1234yf is being adopted by automakers
in part to meet the EU MAC Directive, a landmark piece of legislation that aims to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions of air-conditioning
systems in passenger cars and light commercial vehicles. The directive requires that refrigerants in all new vehicle types sold in Europe
after Jan. 1, 2013, have a global-warming
potential (GWP) below 150. GWP is a relative
measure of how much heat a greenhouse gas

traps in the atmosphere, with carbon dioxide
setting the comparison with a GWP of 1. HFO1234yf offers a GWP that is less than 1, giving
it an even lower environmental impact than
carbon dioxide. All cars sold in Europe after
2017 must meet the new GWP requirement of
less than 150. HFO-1234yf, with a GWP below
1, not only meets this requirement but is more
than 99% below the new, stricter regulation.
Automakers in the U.S. are also adopting
HFO-1234yf to help comply with CAFE and
vehicle greenhouse gas standards, which aim to
improve the average fuel economy and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions associated with cars
and light trucks. Because HFO-1234yf has an
extremely low environmental impact (a GWP
of less than 1 compared with a GWP of 1,300
for the current refrigerant, HFC-134a), the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
allows automakers to receive credits for using
HFO-1234yf.
Nearly half a million cars are on the road
today using HFO-1234yf. Third-party data
shows that HFO-1234yf’s widespread adoption
globally would have the greenhouse gas equivalent of permanently removing more than 30
million cars from the road worldwide, or about
3% of the total global fleet.

Mahle Clevite’s RTI Division
Restructures Sales Team

function for the company within the eastern
U.S. and Canada. He has broad-based experience in aftermarket sales for Three Plane and
Company, Kuryakyn, Stingray Distribution,
StreetGlow, DiabloSport, and Ed Morse
Automotive Group.
Hetzel joined the company in 2012, bringing more than 35 years of automotive equipment expertise to the Mahle Clevite RTI
division. He has worked for Bear Automotive
Service Equipment, Rotary Lift, Hennessy
Industries, Snap-on Equipment, and Bosch
Equipment. He has held management positions in customer service, field service, technical service and sales. Hetzel is based in
Nashville and responsible for all sales west of
the Mississippi in the U.S. and Canada. With
the restructuring, Dull announced the departure of Mike Cable, vice-president.

2014

Rancho RS7000MT
Steering Stabilizer
Coverage Expanded
The Rancho line of
performance suspension
and shocks now includes
additional RS7000MT
steering stabilizer series
coverage of 1950 and
newer Chevrolet and
GMC truck and SUV
models. The latest
Rancho RS7000MT
steering stabilizers
are now available at
performance retailers
nationwide.
*

Honeywell To Increase HFO-1234yf Production

Max Dull, general manager of the Mahle
Clevite RTI division, has announced a restructuring of its sales force to better serve aftermarket customers. In addition to providing
overall leadership and vision for the division,
Dull has taken on additional responsibility for
directing the company’s sales force.
Keith Korchma, director of eastern regional sales, and William (Bill) Hetzel, director of
western regional sales for Mahle’s RTI division, will now report directly to Dull.
“With the support of Mahle and its worldwide resources, we are building a new division
with a customer-centric focus,” says Dull. “As
we put together a strategic plan and build this
new structure to better support our customers, I’m pleased with the opportunity to work
directly with our customers and field sales
team. This new structure provides a strong
foundation for the new products and product
enhancements that Mahle RTI will introduce
in 2014.”
Dull is an experienced senior-level sales and
marketing executive with many notable aftermarket companies including Beck/Arnley,
Affinia, Uni-Select, AE Clevite, and Dana. He
spent many years running Beck/Arnley, an
aftermarket import parts specialist. He joined
Mahle in October 2013.
Korchma has been with the Mahle Clevite
RTI division since 2011 and is responsible for
leading, managing, and executing the sales

AAIA Commissions Major e-tailing
Research Project

The Automotive Aftermarket Industry
Association (AAIA) has signed an agreement
with IMR Inc. and The Martec Group to develop a new research study designed to measure
the online retail market for sales of aftermarket parts and accessories.
While e-tailing is the fastest growing retail
sector in the automotive aftermarket, and
becoming a significant revenue stream for
auto parts sales, little solid data exists on the
size and makeup of this channel, according to
AAIA. This new project will serve as the founJOBBER NEWS / JANUARY 2014
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Precision Engineering

Precision Performance

Premium Coated Rotors and Drums
Hardware Included

Ceramic
Brake Pads

Metallic
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Positive Mold
Manufacturing Technology
Positive Mold Manufacturing Technology

Rotors and Drums

Brake Shoes
Includes, Pins, Levers,
Springs if Applicable
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Spectra Premium
Introduces 88 New SKUs
Spectra Premium
Industries has released 88
new parts covering a total
of 24 million vehicles in
operation, comprised
of late-model domestic
and import applications.
This monthly release
also includes 32 firstto-market SKUs, across
heating and cooling, fuel
delivery, and undercar
product categories.

dation for AAIA to provide a unified estimate
of online sales within the aftermarket.
“Our association is excited to work with
IMR Inc. and The Martec Group on this
exclusive groundbreaking research, which is
of critical importance to our members’ forecasting and strategic planning initiatives,” says
Kathleen Schmatz, AAIA president and CEO.
Results of this project will be used for four
broad objectives:
• Provide a comprehensive sizing of the online
retail parts sales market
• Understand trends in automotive parts e-tailing
• Set baseline to compare against future category growth
• Provide benchmarks for member companies
to determine online share

2014

American Tire Distributors, Inc. (ATD) has
announced that it has acquired all outstanding
common shares of Wholesale Tire Distributors
Inc. (WTD) based in Vaughan, Ontario. This
acquisition will further strengthen ATD’s presence in the southern Ontario region and
provide a greater level of service to customers in the Toronto market. ATD entered
the Canadian market in November 2012 by
purchasing Triwest Trading Canada Ltd.,
TriCan Tire Distributors (TriCan) and further
solidified its Canadian platform by acquiring
Regional Tire Distributors Inc. (RTD) in the
Ontario and Atlantic regions in May 2013.
WTD operates two distribution centres in
southern Ontario, located in Vaughan and
Stoney Creek, servicing approximately 2,300
customers. Established in 2002, WTD has
grown from one small warehouse operation in
North Toronto to the two existing, very modern 50,000-square-foot-plus distribution centres it operates today. These two distribution
centres will complement the existing RTD/

Jobber News
FOUNDED 1931

Jobber News is Canada’s longestestablished publication serving the
distribution segment of the Canadian
automotive aftermarket. It is specifically directed to warehouse distributors, wholesalers, machine shops and
national accounts.
Subscription rates*: Canada $49.95
+ $3.50 GST + Applicable Taxes per
year; $79.95 + $5.60 GST + Applicable
Taxes for 2 years; Single Copy Price
$6.00 + $0.42 + Applicable Taxes.
U.S.A. & Foreign: $62.95 U.S. per
year; Single Copy Price $8.00 U.S. *
Yearly rates include Annual Marketing
Guide (single copy price $72.95 plus
$5.00 shipping plus GST $5.46)(U.S.
orders payable in U.S. funds). Ontario
residents add 8% PST. U.S. & Foreign
$77.95 +$5.00 Shipping US Funds.
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TriCan footprint by servicing the southern
Ontario market.
“WTD has an excellent reputation amongst
its customers and suppliers for its coverage of
the southern Ontario region,” says William
“Bill” Berry, president and chief executive officer of American Tire Distributors. “Our goal
is to provide unsurpassed service and product
availability to customers across Canada, and
this is an important step in achieving that
goal.”
American Tire Distributors will continue
to run its Canadian operation as a standalone
business unit, based in Burlington, Ontario,
with Mike Kustra serving as president.

Copper-Free Brake Pad
Informational Website Launched

A collaborative task force of automotive aftermarket associations and leadership representing brake pad manufacturers, distributors,
retailers, dealerships, and service providers
has announced the launch of an informational website to provide assistance to the
vehicle repair industry in complying with the
“better brake laws” enacted in California and
Washington State. These laws were designed
to significantly reduce the amount of copper,
cadmium, chromium VI, mercury, lead, and
abestiform fibres contained in brake pads sold
in those states beginning in 2014.
The website, www.copperfreebrakes.org, is
now live and contains information and links to
help suppliers, distributors, and service providers know what is expected of them in regards
to the manufacture, sale, and installation of
brake pads in those states. Manufacturers
of brake friction materials are required to
undergo a “self-certification” process through
an approved registrar and to have their materials tested for the level of those contents specified. Ultimately all brake pads manufactured
after 2021 will contain less than 5% copper
by weight; and by 2025, brake pads sold in the
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The Right Choice is the Smart Choice!
more
services
Hotline
1.800.274.5001

It all comes down to the wheel end.
Smart technicians know this is no place to
cut corners. For more than 125 years, FAG
premium bearings have set the standard
for quality, durability and performance.

FAG brand hub and wheel bearings:
Anything less just isn’t intelligent.
5370 Wegman Drive • Valley City, OH 44280
Phone 800 274 5001 • Fax 330 273 3522
www.Schaeffler-Aftermarket.us

Certified to
ISO 9001:2008

Built to the same exacting standards as
our original-equipment products and
engineered to thrive under pressure, FAG
Hub & Wheel Bearings deliver everything
you’d expect a company that supplies O.E.
manufacturers around the world:
•
•
•
•

Quality engineering
Original-equipment fit
Integrated sensors (where applicable)
Fully-integrated rolling units
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have changed.”
Other participants who collaborated in
the website creation include the Automotive
Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA),
Automotive Aftermarket Industry Association
(AAIA), CAWA – Representing the Automotive
Parts Industry, Automotive Service Councils of
California (ASCCA), California Automotive
Business Coalition (CalABC), California New
Car Dealers Association (CNCDA), Automotive
Service Association of Washington (ASAWashington), and the Washington Automotive
Industry Association (WAIA).
Both Washington state and California provided content for the site and encourage
visitors to use the information to ensure their
own particular compliancy to the legislation.
Updates to the site will be made continually
as recommendations for content are received.

The 6th Annual Walkathon For
Hope & Cope Raises $69,000

This ride will be held February 23 – 28th, 2014
and will start from Sudbury, Ontario, and
head to Timmins, Hearst, Wawa, Elliot Lake,
and end back in Sudbury.
Lansdowne Children’s Centre is a children’s
treatment centre for children with physical,
communication, and/or developmental needs
located in Brantford, Ontario. Lansdowne
is a member of the Ontario Association of
Children’s Rehabilitation Services (OACRS)
and is one of 21 member treatment centres
in Ontario. As leaders in community-based
services and supports for children, youth, and
their families, it offers a broad range of quality services. For more information, visit www.
lansdownecentre.ca.
Gates is also donating G-Force recreational
belts for the wide range of snowmobiles that
are expected to be on the trip.

2014

Automatic Transmission
Fluids From AutoCamping
Auto-Camping Ltd.
carries all automatic
transmission fluids for
Mercedes. Its Fuchs ATFs
are all OE quality and
fully approved. Automatic
transmission fluids for
ZF Auto transmissions,
5sp/6sp/8sp or the new
9sp transmissions are also
available.
*

state of California will contain less than .05%
copper by weight. A similar industry task force
is working on implementing a memorandum
of understanding (M.O.U.) that would make
the Washington regulations a standard across
all states.
Rodney Pierini, president and CEO of
CAWA – Representing the Automotive Parts
Industry (in California, Nevada and Arizona),
who has led the task force, said of the new
website, “We are excited by the fact we have
a central industry repository for information
regarding the better brake laws. We realize
that this is a dynamic environment and the
information regarding both states’ regulations
should be accessible on one web page. We will
be continually adding materials, including a
frequently asked questions page, to the site
once they become available or if regulations

*

First Safety Lane
Installed In Canada
The Canadian Tire store
at Yonge and Steeles
Avenue in Toronto is the
first garage in Canada
to test its customers’
vehicles for side slip
(wheel alignment), shock
absorbers, brakes, and
tire tread depth on a
single test lane. Test lanes
offer an ideal tool for
objectively checking a
vehicle from head to toe
to document the need for
repair work.

Organized by Dorval, Sources and St-Henri
Auto Parts, a recent walkathon for Hope &
Cope attracted over 400 participants and was
followed by a barbecue at St-Maxime Park in
Chomedey, Laval.
Raising $69,000 this year, the annual event
was originally started by Alex Trichas, Andrew
Chirs, and Nick Dimopoulos, who decided
they wanted to raise money for Hope & Cope.
Hope & Cope is a charitable organization that provides a number of free programs including providing cancer survivors
in Montreal the opportunity to participate
in activities and programs that enhance their
sense of well being.

Great Northern Ride Fundraiser

For the 14th year, riders will suit up and
embark on the Brantford Rotary Club’s annual
snowmobile trip (The Great Northern Ride
– Powered by Gates) to raise money for the
Lansdowne Children’s Centre Foundation.
8
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Ontario Drive Clean Fee Reduction

The Ontario government has announced that
the Drive Clean Light Duty test fee will be
reduced from $35 to $30 effective April 1,
2014. The re-test fee will remain the same at
$17.50. This change ensures that Drive Clean’s
program revenues align with program costs.
At the same time, the price for a Light Duty
Vehicle Pass Report (and a Conditional Pass
Report) will decrease from $11.67 to $5.50.
All owners of Drive Clean Facilities accredited to perform Light Duty Vehicle tests will
receive an information package from Drive
Clean Ontario with further information on
these changes, the financial impacts to individual facilities, and what next steps should
be taken.
The Automotive Industries Association
(AIA) continues to meet with PC MPPs to
explain the benefits of the program and the
negative impact that eradication will have on
AIA members that are heavily invested in the
program.
JOBBER NEWS / JANUARY 2014
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HEV Sales Outpace Predictions

T

he North American electric car market is booming,
with current sales figures outpacing predictions.
In the 2009 Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) Report, Frost
& Sullivan forecast the HEV market volume would
reach 1.1 million units in 2015. In actual fact, U.S. sales have
surpassed two million units as of October 2013, with cumulative sales of all forms of hybrids surpassing three million
units.
However, Frost & Sullivan did note in the report that,
given the May 2009 sudden acceleration of the CAFE mpg
targets and timing (not to mention the first-time regulation
of automotive carbon dioxide emissions), its HEV forecast
could be conservative.
The HEV market is expected to easily outgrow the overall light vehicle market, thanks to powerful drivers such as
strict government regulations and rising gasoline prices.
Most OEMs selling in the U.S. market and subject to the
stiff CAFE mpg targets have plans to roll out more HEVs as
part of the solution. Many other fuel-saving strategies will be
pursued in parallel with HEVs. These include micro startstop, mild and full hybrids, all with gasoline engines. Dieselelectric hybrids are expected to appear only in mediumheavy highway vehicles.
Apart from Ford, the remaining U.S. domestic manufacturers have yet to make much headway against Toyota Motor
Co., whose Prius range accounts for more than half the
market. Globally Toyota sold five million hybrids by March
of 2013.
New lithium-ion batteries and the end of socket recharging are helping to make HEVs more attractive. The emphasis
now is on “wireless recharging.” The driver parks over a
recharging plate in the
ground that provides
power through magnetic induction to a matching plate under the car.
Buses in some Italian
cities use this technique.
Meanwhile, a U.S. startup business, WiTricity,
has patented a new way
to wirelessly transfer
energy in much larger
amounts and over greater distances through
magnetic induction.
However, this is still
experimental.
In
its
recent
update to its 2012 geo10
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graphic breakdown of plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) sales in
North America, Navigant Research now forecasts that overall
sales will grow at a compound annual growth rate of 18.6%
between 2013 and 2022. Navigant Research forecasts that
PEVs will reach 416,153 annual sales in the United States and
230,479 in Canada by 2022.
The model for North American PEV sales by U.S. state,
metropolitan statistical area (MSA), Canadian province,
Canadian city, and selected U.S. utility service area has been
updated to better align with actual sales data from the first
full year of wide availability of PEVs.
Based on the new model, Navigant forecasts that
California, New York, Washington, and Florida will likely
lead the way with 815,280; 142,430; 105,033; and 102,517
cumulative PEV sales between 2013 and 2022, respectively.
The top five MSAs for total PEV sales over the forecast
period are forecast to be Los Angeles, San Francisco, New
York City, Sacramento, and Riverside (California). These five
MSAs will account for nearly one-third of U.S. PEV sales by
2022 (112,587 sales, or 27.1% of total U.S. PEV sales).
The combination of a large population area, early rollout
schedules from vehicle manufacturers, and positive attitudes
toward PEVs for these MSAs will result in strong CAGRs for
PEV sales of up to 20% between 2013 and 2022.
In Canada, the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, and British
Columbia (which account for 75% of the Canadian population) will account for 97% of Canadian PEV sales by 2022.
The cities of Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver will lead
Canadian PEV sales.
The report segments sales forecasts by state, metropolitan
statistical area (MSA), and utility service territory in the
United States, and by
province and the nine
largest cities in Canada.
The forecasts were created by analyzing OEM
vehicle rollout schedules, population and
demographic trends
in comparison to early
PEV and hybrid electric
vehicle (HEV) owner
demographic profiles,
and attitudes toward
electric vehicles.
The top U.S. regions
with positive consumer
attitudes toward PEVs
(1.0 represents the
national average) are:
JOBBER NEWS / JANUARY 2014
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• Northern California: 3.79 • New Jersey: 3.14
• Vermont: 2.96 • Texas: 2.63 • Southern California: 2.53
The top Canadian provinces with positive consumer
demographics and population for PEV adoption (1.0 represents the national average) are:
• Ontario: 5.92 • Quebec: 3.95 • British Columbia: 2.22
(The forecast model for Canada is based on data similar
to that used for the United States, with the exception of the
PEV attitudes, for which there is not enough quantitative
data to provide numeric indexes. Data for Canada is based
more heavily on demographic, economic, and population
data.)
The company also expects, despite the challenges of new
technology, that plug-in electric vehicles will grow rapidly
in many regions as a result of rising fuel prices, falling PEV
prices, and increasing availability of PEV models. The result
is a PEV market that will reach three million vehicles sold
in 2020, representing 3% of the global light-duty vehicle
market.
In addition to expecting increasing availability of plug-in
models, key assumptions in the updated Navigant forecast
include:
• Current government incentives offered worldwide will
remain in place throughout the forecast period, but are
unlikely to be increased.
• Stronger regulations on fuel economy and emissions will
encourage manufacturers to continue to further develop
PHEV and BEV products.
• Battery packs, which can account for as much as half of
PEV costs, are expected to decrease during the forecast
period. HEVs and PHEVs are anticipated to see a 10% and
26% decline in pack costs by 2020, respectively, while BEVs
will likely remain flat, but see improvements in vehicle range
and performance during that period.
• The prices of petroleum-based fuels are anticipated to
continue to climb throughout the forecast period. Based
on a rolling average of historic prices, global gasoline and
diesel prices are anticipated to increase at 7.2% and 8.3%
compound annual growth rates (CAGRs) between 2013 and
2020.
• Sales of light-duty vehicles overall have suffered during the
economic downturn in recent years. While North America
and Asia Pacific are projected to continue to rebound
in 2013 and 2014, the rebound in Western and Eastern
Europe is not expected to be as robust. The result is a global
light-duty vehicle market that will grow at a CAGR of 2.4%
between 2013 and 2020.
Navigant Research forecasts global CAGRs of 11.5% for
HEVs, 31.9% for plug-in hybrids (PHEVs), and 31.5% for battery-electric vehicles (BEVs). Among the specific projections:
Asia Pacific and North America will be the largest markets
for HEVs, with Japan and the United States being the largest singular markets (1.1 million and 1 million HEV sales in
2020, respectively).
North America is the only market anticipated to have
significantly higher sales of PHEVs than BEVs (a 1.5:1 sales
ratio); Western Europe, Asia Pacific, and Latin America will
be almost evenly split between the drivetrains.
Asia Pacific is projected to be the largest market for plugin electric vehicles (PEVs), with 1.6 million PHEV and BEV
sales combined in 2020.
Navigant expects Japan to be the leading market for PEV
sales in 2020, with nearly 900,000 vehicles sold that year.
All in all, the technological leaps made over the past few
years show a great deal of promise, but the global HEV revolution still has a way to go.
JN
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YEAR IN REVIEW

F

rom the major restructuring of Uni-Select to the introduction of new products like low-copper brake
pads and a new, SAE-approved GWP refrigerant, it’s been an eventful and prosperous year. Whether
it’s new apps or new and improved products, the automotive aftermarket is clearly back on track with an
expected growth rate of 3.4%.
JANUARY

Where U-Joints Once Roamed, CV Shafts
Now Rule
The push to improve vehicle fuel efficiency is ramping up as automakers
continue to make strides in driveline
efficiencies. From transmissions to
drive shafts and U-joints, drivelines
are going through a major design
transition – becoming smoother,
lighter, and smarter. But at what cost
to consumers?

Honeywell Confident R-1234yf Refrigerant Will Be Confirmed As
Safe By SAE International
Honeywell says it is confident that the Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) International will confirm that its HFO1234yf refrigerant is safe for use in automobiles.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: AutoChoice Parts & Paints Confirms
Acquisition of Robert K. Buzzell Auto Parts Operations;
Wakefield Canada Awarded Two Honours for 2012; Denso
Announces Aftermarket Product Line Expansion; MAT
Holdings Inc. Acquires Gabriel Shocks to Bolster its
Automotive Offering; Dayco Receives Shipping Performance,
Manpower Support Awards; Federal-Mogul Receives
Outstanding Training Support Award.

FEBRUARY

Decision Time: What Next For Brake
Standards?
Navigating today’s murky friction
material and rotor aftermarket
requires a great deal of savvy and a
thorough understanding of the product, as well as solid supplier and
installer relationships.

Automotive Industries Association of
Canada to Take Over Canadian Collision
Industry Forum
In an announcement made by CCIF chair Tom Bissonnette
at a well-attended meeting in Toronto in late January, the
need for more continuity of action was noted as a key reason
for the move.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: Pinball Clemens to Speak at Ontario
Automotive Service Providers Forum; Optimism for U.S. Market
Growth in 2013; Uni-Select North American Convention Sells
Out; Aftermarket eForum Registration Open; University
of the Aftermarket and AAIA To Host Training Seminar;
Promax Launches Ceramic Brake Pad Line.
12
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MARCH

Win The Race Win The Customer:
Second Annual Shop Survey Results
There is a decades-old adage that
says you can’t sell from an empty
shelf. Even today, as the capabilities
of modern inventory management
systems run headlong into exploding
parts proliferation, that sentiment
rings truer than ever.
New Format For MACS 2013 Event Well
Received By Attendees
The Mobile Air Conditioning Society Worldwide ushered
in a new format for its annual event and show to positive
reviews.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: Charest Headlines 2013 Aftermarket
Conference for Executives; ACDelco Rebrands TSS Program,
Honours Key Distributors; Aftermarket eForum Breakout
Session to Deliver Strategies and Solutions; 2013 Training
Schedule for Raybestos and Aimco Brand Brakes; Agna
Brakes Expands Into Ontario; Dayco Expands Global
Footprint.

APRIL

Finding Common Ground
Robert Hattem is a rarity among
senior automotive aftermarket executives. While diverse professional experience is not unheard of in the boardrooms of this industry, Hattem’s significantly diverse background makes
him particularly well suited to the
current challenges of the Automotive
Industries Association of Canada as
he prepares to take on the role of its
chair.
Jobber-Hosted Drive Clean Clinic Attracts Strong Crowd
More than 140 technicians and shop owners attended a clinic
on Ontario’s New Drive Clean testing procedure, hosted by
Paste Auto Parts.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: AIA’s First Crack At The Grand
Forum A Huge Success; Auto-Camping Opens Kelowna
Warehouse; Remanufacturing Section to Return to AAPEX
2013; Elgin Industries Receives Platinum Supplier Award
from GM Customer Care and Aftersales; Raybestos Brakes
Helps Technicians “Go Green” with $50 Cash Rebate; Philips
Selected by ADN to Provide Latest Automotive Lighting;
Bestbuy Celebrates 60 Years, Gives to Sick Kids.
JOBBER NEWS / JANUARY 2014
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MAY

Preventative Maintenance:
A Must-Win For The Aftermarket
With consumers putting off car
repairs for longer periods of time and
increasing competition from dealerships, independent repair shops must
work harder and smarter in order to
stay ahead of the curve.

Future Leaders To Address GAAS 2013
Delving into the minds of up and
coming aftermarket professionals
will be the focus of the GAAS 2013 Session titled “Future
Leaders Speak Out.”
ALSO IN THE NEWS: Joint Effort Stops Alldata Software
Pirates; ASRW Moves to Two Expo Days, Three Education
Days; Raybestos ACE Training Integrates E-Learning; Manac
Outperforms All Others in Under-Ride Guard Crash Tests;
Family Business Survival Session Set for GAAS 2013; Save
On Brake Repairs Through Tenneco’s Monroe Brakes
Promotion; Epicor to Host its Largest Customer Conference,
“Insights,” May 13-16 in Nashville.

JUNE

10th Annual Retail Intelligence Issue
The New Age of Retail – Why Customers
Are Happy To Spend More
Much like the traditional definition
of family has changed in Canada
(with roughly half of marriages
ending in divorce), the relationship
between customers and retailers has
followed a similar path. Just like a
marriage that has soured, with one
partner becoming numb to the other
person, retail customers are feeling
abandoned and ignored.
New Report Projects 3.4% Industry Growth
The U.S. Automotive aftermarket industry is expected to
grow by 3.4% annually through 2016 to $263.8 billion, adding an additional $32.6 billion to the economy.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: AIA Canada Commends Ontario’s
Emphasis on Road Safety in its 2013 Budget; New Board
Installed at AARO; Westside Performance Newest Auto
Value Parts Store; Uni-Select Announces a Change in
Leadership of its U.S. Automotive Operations; AAIA
Releases Digital Aftermarket Factbooks; ALI Lift Inspector
Certification Workshop Offered; Standard Motor Products,
Inc. Announces Organizational Changes; Hunter Canada
Adds New Central Canada Region and Manager.

JULY

South Shore Success Story – Groupe Maska, Jobber Of The Year
It’s one thing to build a successful business. It is quite another to keep it successful and growing as it is handed down
from one generation to the next.
JOBBER NEWS / JANUARY 2014
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SAE, Eleven Automakers Declare
Honeywell Low-GWP Refrigerant Safe
Honeywell has announced that, after
completing an expanded and extensive evaluation. SAE International,
the world’s leading automotive engineering association, has concluded
that Honeywell’s new low global
warming-potential mobile air conditioning refrigerant, HFO-1234yf, is
safe for use in automobiles.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: Ontario Trucking Association
Opposes Tax Hike to Fund Transit; HDDC’s 29th Business
Conference A Smashing Success; Shad’s Raises $160K,
Breaks $4 Million Mark; AAEC Announces 2102 BEST Of
The BEST Award Winner; Slapshots For A Cause Raises
$7,500 For Canadian Cancer Society; Schrader Launches
EZ-Choice.com And TPMS Road Show.

AUGUST

How’s Your Import Performance?
Boost Your Bottom Line By Targeting
Trends in Chassis, Driveline, Brakes,
Emissions
The proliferation of foreign-nameplate vehicles over the past two
decades has been a double-edged
sword for jobbers.
StatsCan Numbers Reveal Autos, Parts
Sales Lead Retail Growth
The automotive sector leads the way
for the Canadian economy’s record growth in retail sales in
May, reports Statistics Canada.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: Uni-Select To Close Locations in
U.S. Restructuring; London Auto Parts Joins Vast-Auto
Distribution; Saskatchewan Industry Award Presented;
Transit And CMX Join Forces; New Automobile Refrigerant
Has Lower Global Warming Potential Than Carbon Dioxide;
Uni-Select Mobilizes For The Mira Foundation And Raises
$119,000.

SEPTEMBER

High Tech Visibility – New Developments
Dominate Wiper & Lighting Markets
Aside from a widespread obsession
with texting while driving, it’s common knowledge that when our eyes
are on the road ahead, over 90% of
driver decisions are based on a clear
unobstructed view.
JD Power Reports: Customer Satisfaction
Improves At Dealerships and Aftermarket
Shops
In an ultra-competitive market, automotive dealerships and
aftermarket shops are expanding the range of products
and services they offer as they search for ways to attract and
13
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retain customers.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: Modest Quarterly Growth For
Uni-Select, Windom Appointed to Lead U.S. Operations;
Promoting Value of Automotive Maintenance Key
To Agreement; 2013 AAIA Head Of The Class Award
Winners Announced; 14th Annual Vast-Auto Distribution
Golf Tournament Raises Over $24,000 For Charity; Walter
Surface Technologies Inaugurates International Campus
and Bio-Circle Facility.

OCTOBER

Low-Copper Brake Pads – Cashing In On
The New Standard
With new U.S. laws being phased in
to regulate copper content in brake
pads, many aftermarket suppliers are
now working on new friction pad formulas, and some brake manufacturers have already brought these new
low-copper formulations to market.

Unlocking The Secret To Profitability At
The Western Forum
In today’s competitive marketplace it’s important to take
every opportunity to ensure profitability.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: U.S. Report: Unperformed
Maintenance Hurts Aftermarket; CAA Car Care Centres Up
For Sale; Bestbuy Goes Mountain High, Raises $15,000 at
Annual Charity Golf Tournament; UAP Opens New Logistics
Centre; Mevotech Receives 2013 AAIA Head Of The Class
Award For Mid-size Manufacturer; NAPA Announces Global
Dealer Customer and Store Owner Exposition.

NOVEMBER

Matching Supply With Demand – Using Data To Have What
Customers Need Before They Need It
With the landscape changing so rapidly, jobbers need an
edge in order to maintain their competitive position in the
marketplace.
Advance Auto Parts Acquires General Parts International Inc.
Advance Auto Parts has entered into a definitive agreement
to acquire General Parts International Inc. (GPII).

ALSO IN THE NEWS: Vast-Auto
Parts Adds Patterson Auto Parts;
AASA Launches Hub Bearing
Quality Awareness Campaign; What
Youth Think About The Skilled
Trades; Canadian Used Car Prices
Strengthen; Scotiabank Global Auto
Report; Heavy Precipitation Spurs
Windshield Wiper Growth; The
National Pronto Association Honours
Honeywell Friction Materials.

DECEMBER

Man Of Action
2013 Jobber News Counterperson of the
Year
Alain Jacques, Nordiques Inc., Quebec
City, Que.
Customers say Alain Jacques’ natural
penchant for outstanding customer
service and extensive product knowledge is a win-win for all. Jacques’s
actions, they say, often speak louder
than his words.
2013 Demand Study Highlights Untapped Potential In The
Aftermarket Industry
The Automotive Industries Association of Canada is
pleased to announce that the 2013 Canadian Automotive
Aftermarket Demand Study is now available. This biennial
report, produced for AIA Canada by DesRosiers Automotive
Consultants Inc., uses data collected from the DesRosiers
Light Vehicle Study to determine the potential size of the
aftermarket and the untapped potential in revenue for the
aftermarket supply chain.
ALSO IN THE NEWS: Attracting And Keeping Great Talent
In The Industry; Only Half Of Ontario Drivers Use Winter
Tires; Vast-Auto To Open Distribution Centre In London;
TRW’s Friction Program Increases North American Park
Coverage; Honeywell Survey Shows U.S. Diesel Engine
Growth Potential; 2014 Automotive Industry Recognition
Gala; Mister Transmission Announces 50th Anniversary
Contest Mustang Winner; Samson Canada Lubrication
Equipment Appoints New Sales Agency; Auto International
Association Presents the 2013 AIA Import Product Awards.

Keep Current with AutoServiceWorld.com
The Canadian Aftermarket’s Web Leader
for more than a Decade.
News Updates As They Happen.
E-Newsletter Twice a Week.
www.autoserviceworld.com
From the Jobber News Team.
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JOBBER OF

THE YEAR AWARD

Named after the founders of Jobber News Magazine, E.J. & A.E. Wadham
Memorial Award recipients are a who’s who of the best in the Canadian
automotive aftermarket, representing aftermarket auto parts wholesalers
from across Canada, from businesses large and small, and of all affiliations.
Since 1984, the award has recognized those who epitomize the values of
the automotive aftermarket through business excellence, community service,
and industry contributions.
NOMINATE SOMEONE TODAY!

YOUR NAME:_________________________________ YOUR COMPANY NAME:____________________________________________
YOUR COMPANY ADDRESS:_____________________________________________PHONE NUMBER:(____) ____________________
I NOMINATE_________________________________________ WHO OWNS______________________________________________
AND IS LOCATED AT THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:____________________________________________________________________
BUSINESS PHONE:(____)_________________________ HE/SHE HAS BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR APPROXIMATELY___________YEARS
AND I NOMINATE THIS PERSON FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: (attach a separate sheet if necessary)
BUSINESS SUCCESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
COMMUNITY SERVICE: _________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Your Signature) _________________________________

(Date) ____________________________________________

also online at www.autoserviceworld.com
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COVER STORY

Advanced
Driveline
Technology
What’s Behind
Double-digit
Growth
By Steve Pawlett

T

he driveline business
continues to expand
and offer increasing
sales opportunities
for jobbers, while at the same
time creating product mix
and stocking challenges.

continued next page
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With the proliferation of more sophisticated transmissions and transaxles, and the rising popularity of all-wheel drive, four-wheel
drive, and on-demand drive systems, there
are simply more parts wearing out. While
four-wheel-drive pickups have been around
forever, the growing use of AWD systems
and on-demand systems on SUVs and passenger cars offers a significant opportunity in
increased parts sales in this category.
The industry has seen a significant technology shift in recent years towards electronic
and mechatronic components, with a clearly
defined move away from torque transfer to
torque management, all in the name of better
fuel economy and reduced emissions.
“There has been a huge increase in the
use of electronics in all transmissions. The
days of the older style modulator – that was connected to the
manifold and allowed the transmission to shift when there
was change in manifold pressure – are long gone,” explains
Bob Roxburgh of King-O-Matic. “Now you see a multitude
of sensors on any given vehicle – throttle position sensors
(TPS), temperature sensors, RPM sensors, input and output
sensors, etc. – to determine the optimum gear ratio, depending on the load, speed, and other key performance factors.”
Due to mounting regulatory pressures aimed at reducing CO2 emissions, OEMs and suppliers are investing in

GETTING CALLS FOR TRANNY PARTS?
GET CANADA’S DRIVELINE SOLUTIONS SPECIALIST WORKING FOR YOU
Snow and harsh driving conditions can
be tough on your customers’ bottom line!
They can’t afford to have their truck in
the shop. Pro-King carries what your
customers need to plow through winter!

OVERNIGHT / SAME DAY SHIPPING AVAILABLE TO MOST CANADIAN CITIES
FROM ANY OF OUR EIGHT COAST-TO-COAST CANADIAN BRANCHES
VANCOUVER

1486 Cliveden Ave
Delta, BC
V3M 6L9
800.667.6388

EDMONTON

15917-114th Ave
Edmonton, AB
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877.837.1125

MISSISSAUGA SCARBOROUGH

955 Pantera Dr
Mississauga, ON
L4W 2T4
800.268.2368

Unit 11-945 Middlefield Rd
Scarborough, ON
M1V 5E1
800.268.2368

CALGARY

WINNIPEG

Bay A-7510-5th St SE
Calgary, AB
T2H 2L9
800.665.2196

1401 Church Ave
Winnipeg, MB
R2X 1G5
800.665.2420

MONTRÉAL

HALIFAX

10442 Armand-Lavergne Ave
Montréal-Nord, QC
H1H 3N4
800.361.9018

Unit B-95 Ilsley Ave
Dartmouth, NS
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THINK
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advanced technologies that reduce weight and boost efficiency. The extra weight of components such as a transfer
case or extra differential or constant velocity joint result in
increased fuel consumption. To overcome these weight and
efficiency challenges, OEMs are increasingly incorporating
more electronics and on-demand systems.
“This is a specialized world now, and we carry all the sensors and shift solenoids and pressure controls for all imports,
which now account for about 15% of our business today. Two
decades ago, electronics didn’t account for even 2% of our
business. And we expect to see the use of electronics continue to grow,” says Roxburgh.
“With the growing number of performance vehicles on
the road, rear-wheel drive has made a bit of a comeback.
However, it’s no longer the traditional style of driveline from
the ’70s. It’s more European in design, and being able to
just change out a U-joint is no longer possible. When there
is a failure, vehicle owners now must replace the entire drive
shaft. Furthermore, drivelines are now designed to be much
lighter and very precise, with a lot less mass to reduce weight
and increase fuel efficiency.”
“During harvest season, we see a lot of the grain trucks
that need to be kept on the road. For the most part we see
mainly inter-axle driveline replacements between the differentials,” explains Kirk Allen of K & D Truck Parts in Regina,
Saskatchewan. “They tend to twist off under heavy load. It’s
the weakest link in the drive system, like fuseable link.”
Explains Bill Moffat of Pat’s Driveline, “We are seeing a
migration away from standard transmissions to automatics
in light-duty trucks, along with all the electronics that now
go with that. This is resulting in options becoming more
limited. Now when buying a work truck, you have to make
sure that the truck you select is compatible to the job. For
instance, if you buy an F550 Ford and you want to use it as
a work truck, you may need a power takeoff application on
it, so you have to make sure you specify that when you order
your vehicle. There is a difference between a pleasure truck
and a work truck, and jobbers need to be aware of these differences and the environment the vehicle is working in so
you can be sure you are supplying the correct parts to the
customer,” explains Moffat.
“We often get new vehicle owners coming in looking to
add a power takeoff or put a picker deck on their vehicle,”
he adds. “The power takeoff system hangs on the side of the
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existing transmission and is an electrical-hydraulic shift that uses the pressure of the transmission
going to the solenoid to engage it. It’s like an automatic transmission in itself, with a clutch pack.
“There are so many new transmissions coming
out on the heavy trucks today as the OEMs try to
match a particular transmission to every type of
application, so you really have to be on your game
when it comes to selling replacement parts for
each application.”
Alvin Chibi, district manager for NAPA Auto
Parts in Edmonton (NAPA Auto Parts has eight
parts stores in Edmonton), explains, “Definitely
[here] in northern Alberta we are in a truckoriented market, with probably 50% of vehicles on
the road being trucks. With the oil fields, we definitely deal
with late-model trucks out here. One of the challenges that
we have is most of these trucks are typically a model year old
and have 100,000 to 150,000 kilometres on them, so our challenge is keeping current with the new vehicle population.
“Just looking at what we classify as drive train sales we are
very strong in this category, with double-digit increases on
CV shafts. Looking at our Altrom products [Altrom is owned
by Genuine Parts], which are mainly foreign nameplate, we
see big increases as well. Bearing sales are also very strong
for us. Whether it’s our first-line SKF brand, which is in our
box, or whether it is our economy offering, both are seeing
double-digit increases,” adds Chibi.

CANADA’S LEADING SUPPLIER OF
TOP-QUALITY

DRIVETRAIN

EDMONTON
1-800-665-7671

SURREY
1-877-560-0287

MISSISSAUGA
1-877-564-3116

www.canadawideparts.com
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Chibi attributes the strong driveline sales growth to the
burgeoning truck market. “A wheel bearing for a truck is a
lot more than a wheel bearing for a Ford Fiesta, so that is a
big factor in our sales.”
He continues, “All of NAPA’s purchasing is done essentially out of Montreal. We use our class system, our mix
system, and work with the manufacturers and their recommendations on inventory, plus we monitor postal code
vehicle registration sales as well as sales out of our stores to
determine optimum stocking needs. We also have dedicated
sales development specialists who keep our sales staff up to
date on new parts trends.”
In the majority of late-model vehicles on the road today,
the driveline is an integrated system that requires input from
MAP sensors and a multitude of other functions in order
to determine what gear to be in, when to upshift, when to
downshift, and when to respond when there is a heavier
load or demand for power. Where those functions used to
be mechanical or purely hydraulic, they are now mostly electronically controlled, with a solenoid or a series of solenoids
giving the signal to shift. When these drivelines fail it can
translate into some pretty healthy sales numbers, given the
number of components now involved in the system.
Roxburgh observes that another key issue is how much
depends on the skill of the technician to properly diagnose
the fault. Whether it is throttle position sensor (TPS), a
shift solenoid, or a pressure control solenoid, it’s an integrated system that requires someone with a proper technical
background and proper test equipment to determine the
problem. “This is very much an issue these days as the newer
vehicles come in for repairs. We have customers who are just
parts replacers – who just keep throwing parts at the problem
rather than use proper diagnostics. It’s necessary to have the
proper equipment and training to properly diagnose these
issues today.
“Jobbers have a lot of product knowledge, but because of
the complexity of the market now, we still have to ask questions to narrow it down for them. The jobbers we deal with
simply can’t be expected to have that level of knowledge, so
we often provide them with questions to ask their customers,”
adds Roxburgh.
As long as OEMs continue to strive for improvements in
traction and fuel economy, you can rest assured that these
vehicles will make their way into independent repair shops
for driveline service on a regular basis. And it’s a good bet
that many will be in sooner rather than later.
JN
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MARKET FEATURE

Control Arm Sales:
Assemblies on the Rise

By Steve Pawlett

W

hile the days of replacing ball joints and bushings
are not exactly over, the relatively recent introduction of control arm assemblies is having a huge
impact on stocking requirements and sales of
control arms.
As OEMs continue to work towards meeting the increasingly tough CAFE (Corporate Average Fuel Economy) standards for better fuel efficiency and lighter weight, modular
chassis componentry is becoming standard equipment.
Comparatively light unitized control arm assemblies have
quickly become mainstream, saddling jobbers with both a
sales boon and a SKU challenge.
All-in-one control arm assemblies are mainly constructed
of lightweight aluminum, making them more susceptible to
becoming banged up than the components they replace, and
they tend to wear out more quickly, making them a high22
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demand item. At the same time, the continued proliferation
of individualized types for different vehicles has led to insurmountable SKU growth in this category. With the import car
market rapidly closing in on the 50% mark for market share,
chassis component manufacturers have responded to fill an
increasing number of individualized replacement units.
“Our original strategy was to carry [the primary] control
arms that needed to be replaced, either a forged unit or an
aluminum unit,” explains John Thody, president of XRF
Chassis, a Brampton, Ontario-based manufacturer. “That is
what we committed to, but the demand has just been so huge,
we’ve now committed to have 1,060 part numbers by April of
2014. This represents a huge tooling investment for us.”
Thody compares this shift in the market to the popularity
of strut assemblies, as opposed to shock absorbers and spring
assemblies. “Manufacturers keep looking for ways to take the
JOBBER NEWS / JANUARY 2014
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weight out of the vehicles, particularly the unsprung weight,”
adds Thody. “But when you change the way the suspension
is, it can reduce the weight and strength of the control arm.”
Traditionally, aftermarket manufacturers only carried a
couple of hundred control arms, since it wasn’t viewed as a
replacement part unless there was an accident that twisted
and damaged it. But in the past five years or so, the industry
has seen a substantial increase in demand for broader coverage.
“We recently added the ACDelco line along with the Moog
and Beck/Arnley lines we already carry, just to keep up with
demand,” explains Earl Bakewell, manager, Lordco Parts
Ltd. in Osoyoos, B.C. “For Moog we have a new line code
specifically for control arms so we can control growth and
monitor sales. We also have Dorman available as well.”
Not long ago, import vehicles were specialized and only
supported by specialty parts suppliers like Worldpac, Altrom,
Auto-Camping, etc. But jobbers have recognized this segment is a growth area for them. “With imports now representing close to 50% of the market, it’s simply too large a
segment to ignore,” observes Thody.
The proliferation of vehicle nameplates and platforms has
been occurring for several years now, but one of the more significant trends is the rise of Korean nameplate applications
that are now entering the aftermarket repair cycle. The good
news is that the owners of these vehicles are now more likely
than ever to look to the aftermarket service provider rather
than the dealer for repairs.
For technicians, replacing a complete control arm assembly can increase productivity. Replacing the complete assembly, instead of taking the arm out and replacing the ball joint
and bushing, means less time in the bay.
“If you have a load-bearing arm, the control arm bears the
weight of the vehicle, and to replace it requires a lot of pieces
to be removed from the vehicle,” says Thody. “So if the bushings are fine, the technician can just replace the ball joint
rather than the entire arm. But that decision is in the hands
of the technician, who may find it more efficient to replace
the entire assembly.”
Often, if a ball joint has failed, there may be fatigue in
the control arm anyway, so it would be quicker and probably
better for the vehicle owner to restore the vehicle back to an
OE-level suspension system, adds Thody.
“Our coverage is good and availability is good. It just
seems that with some of the Ford applications we come
across, for instance, if you have an original control arm,
sometimes the aftermarket ball joint won’t fit so you have
to fit in the control arm assembly with the ball joint. There
are a few weird things now and then, so you have to make
sure you have both applications on the shelf to cover it off,”
explains Bakewell.
“We still sell a lot of ball joints, but when the option is
available, the shops usually go
for the control arm. It’s quicker,
easier and you can do a quick
alignment and the vehicle is
out the door,” he adds.
Statistics show that as consumers hold onto their vehicles
for longer periods, when they
do have repairs performed,
they want the repair shop to
use the best parts for enhanced
performance and longer life.
Additionally, because so many
foreign-nameplate vehicles are
JOBBER NEWS / JANUARY 2014
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equipped with lighter-weight suspensions and low-profile
tires and wheels, changes in steering response are much
more apparent. This makes premium technology the best
choice for avoiding an unwanted comeback.
According to Bakewell, his Lordco Parts location carries
about 35 units in ACDelco, about the same in Moog, and a
little bit less in Beck/Arnley. “I’m in more of a domestic area
here with a lot of trucks, plus I can pull availability from our
other stores in the immediate area, like Penticton where I get
two runs a day or Kelowna where I get one run a day, plus I
have overnight delivery from the main warehouse and so it’s
pretty good coverage,” he adds.
As far as keeping inventory current, Lordco does a regular annual rotation. “Right now I’m doing my rotor line, so I
get rid of all my dead stock and bring in the new numbers.
There are going to be numbers that have been sitting on the
shelf that you have never sold or maybe sold one of, so you
get rid of it and bring the new number in,” explains Bakewell.
“With the foreign nameplates, in most cases you can’t get
just the ball joint, you have to do the control arm, and if you
look at the suspensions now, you are not just talking the front
end; you’re also talking the rear on many vehicles. If it’s got
control arms on the back, then you’re doing those as well.
The design of cars is changing so I would say this market is
definitely growing.
“We do get a fair bit of import sales too, for makes like
Saab, BMW, and Infinity, so it’s tough to get in a range of
inventory that keeps everyone happy. But availability from
other stores really helps with this situation,” he adds.
Having the right inventory in stock is the key to strong
sales. “I keep a basic inventory of what’s provided from our
head office that is updated regularly, and whatever the popular makes may be within the region, my inventory would be
based on this. It’s never perfect but it works pretty well,” says
Bakewell.
It’s prudent for jobbers to work with their local repair
shops to develop collaborative strategies that will help both
parties increase their share of this growing category.
“The shops we supply always have preferences for certain
brands, for sure. We also carry the Quick Steer line from
Moog, which is an economy line for customers that can’t
afford the lifetime warranty control arms. Though I find that
most shops will only install lifetime warranty parts because
they want to stand behind the work. The lifetime warranty
is a big selling feature. Most people are willing to pay extra
for this. After all, when you really think about it, why would
you pay $25 for a ball joint when you should be installing one
with lifetime warranty for $78?” asks Bakewell. “And with the
Moog line, a lot if it is comprised of Problem Solver components. So they have actually
upgraded the part and solved
the problem of the OE’s original part.”
As he concludes, “Over the
last couple summers I have
sold a lot more control arms
than I have in the recent past.
And I don’t see that growth
slowing down anytime soon.”
JN
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NEW PRODUCTS
Turbo Cleaner

The Tornado Turbo Cleaner AUT-020 is
the ultimate professional cleaning tool.
It’s turbo-charged for a faster, radically
more powerful cleaning. The Tornado
Turbo Cleaner uses the power of air to deep-clean any
automotive, heavy-duty truck, powerboat, motorcycle plus
all other household surfaces. The Tornado Turbo Cleaner
attaches to any air compressor and uses its pressure to create an oscillating blast of air and cleaning fluid that breaks
up dirt, soil, grease, grime, and germs on contact. It also
removes spots, stains, ground-in dirt, and spills as well,
both inside and outside the vehicle.
Autosol
www.autosol.com

Cylinder Head Bolt Kits

CRP Automotive offers coverage on Asian and European applications with its Ajusa Cylinder
Head Bolt Kit program. The program features an OE-quality line of torque-to-yield (TTY) head
bolts that come packaged as sets to meet vehicle-specific applications. The sets are provided in a
shrink-wrapped cardboard box with assembly lube included. Vehicle applications include popular Acura, Audi, BMW, Honda, Hyundai, Infiniti, Kia, Land Rover, Lexus, Mazda, Mercedes
Benz, Mini, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Subaru, Suzuki, Toyota, Volvo, and VW models. All Ajusa Head
Bolt Sets are manufactured to ISO9001 and TS16949 standards.
CRP Automotive
www.ajusaparts.com

4.3 Test And Charge

The CTEK MUS 4.3 Test and Charge is a
unique battery charger to give consumers a
complete picture of the health of their vehicle
charging system. The CTEK MUS 4.3 Test and
Charge combines an advanced micro-processor-controlled battery charger with a battery
and alternator test function to provide the ultimate in battery testing, charging, and maintenance. The MUS 4.3 Test and Charge provides
excellent performance on batteries from 1.2Ah
up to 11OAh. The charger also features a patented automatic desulphation program and a
special reconditioning function that will revive
and restore deeply discharged and stratified
batteries.
CTEK
www.smartcharger.com
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NEW PRODUCTS
Replacement Parts Offerings

Cardone Industries, Inc. has introduced several new
products to its portfolio of automotive replacement
parts. EGR valves, oil rail repair kits and removal tools
for Ford Power Stroke applications join the A1 Cardone
Fuel/Air Systems division. Brand new camshaft position
sensors join Cardone Select Electronics, and remanufactured electronic parking brake calipers supplement the
A1 Cardone Brakes division. Available today through
MyCARDONE, the company’s distributor website, these
products will also be available through industry e-catalogues by February 2014.
Cardone
www.cardone.com
Headlight Puts Out More Light

The Philips X-tremeVision is the brightest and most
powerful bulb in Philips Automotive’s line of premium
upgrade headlight bulbs. It delivers up to 100% more
light than standard halogen bulbs, providing drivers
with maximum performance and nighttime driving
visibility. Philips X-tremeVision headlight bulbs are
street-legal and DOT-approved. They are designed to
deliver the same quality as original equipment. Philips
X-tremeVision bulbs are available in 9003, 90049005,
9006, 9007, 9008/H13, H7, and H11 configurations.
Philips
www.philips.com
Polish Prevents Environmental
Damage

3-In-1 Welder

Shurhold Industries’ Pro Polish is scientifically formulated to protect cars, trucks, and
motorcycles from the harsh effects of the sun,
saltwater, and environmental fallout. It repels
water and provides a deep high-gloss shine,
while shielding surfaces with UV inhibitors.
Pro Polish is a polymer-based formula with
cosmetic-grade ingredients and contains no
fillers or talc. It goes on quick and easy. It’s
safe to use on fibreglass, gelcoat, clearcoat,
and aluminum.
Shurhold Industries
www.shurhold.com/auto

Victor Technologies has launched the Tweco
Fabricator 141i 3-in-1 welder, a multi-process
welder that runs off 115V household power.
Built to meet professional standards, the MIG,
Stick and TIG performance of the Tweco
Fabricator 141i is perfect for DIY and home
hobby use, as well as other light-duty welding
projects in motorsports, auto repair, farm/
ranch, metal art and maintenance applications. It offers 10 to 140 amps of power for
MIG & Lift TIG welding and 90 amps for Stick
welding.
Victor Techologies
www.victortechnologies.com

New Steering Stabilizers

Unitized Axle Shaft Seal

BDS offers single and dual steering stabilizers
for on-road and off-road performance needs.
Available in both 5500-series (white body)
and 9500-series (brushed stainless body), the
stabilizers improve drivability by reducing
front-end shimmy caused by oversized tires.
Stabilizers use a twin tube hydraulic design,
with 5/8” hardened chrome shaft and polyurethane bushings. BDS single stabilizer kits
mount in place of the OE stabilizer for quick
and easy installation to improve handling
performance. BDS dual steering stabilizers
are available with your choice of 5500-series,
9500-series, or Fox 2.0 stabilizers.
BDS Suspension
www.bds-suspension.com
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A new one-piece front axle shaft seal that
permits faster, easier installation, and provides superior sealing characteristics on Ford
Super Duty 4x4 trucks has been introduced
by Federal-Mogul’s National Oil Seals brand.
The new, patent-pending unitized seal (No.
710825) is available immediately through
National Oil Seals distributors. The new
National seal – engineered for Ford F250,
F350, F450 and F550 4x4 trucks equipped
with Spicer 50 or 60 Monobeam front axles –
features a sophisticated one-piece design that
helps provide proper axial alignment during
installation to ensure trouble-free performance and longer life.
Federal-Mogul
www.FMe-cat.com
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For the Counterperson

January 2014

Knowledge Building:

Engine Rebuilding

Retooling To Stay
Ahead Of The Curve
By Steve Pawlett

T

he landscape of the domestic engine rebuilding market has been changing over the last two decades, as
OEMs continue to use more advanced engine designs
in vehicles to improve fuel economy and emissions.
These advanced engine design changes include the use
of aluminum cylinder heads and blocks, overhead cams, and
multi-valve cylinder heads to make the engines lighter and
with a smaller displacement to increase fuel efficiency and
reduce emissions.
These changes have led to the growth of large engine
rebuilders and a decline in small engine rebuilders.
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According to a Frost & Sullivan report, large rebuilders have
the investment funds required for the additional machinery and training that is required for remanufacturing long
blocks, Japanese engines, and advanced domestic engines.
Large rebuilders also have the money that is required for
mass engine remanufacturing.
Smaller rebuilders are often family-owned and do not
have the investment funding available to keep up with the
changes, but the ones that are successful know the importance of keeping up with change.
For many independent engine rebuilders, determining
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whether or not an engine is worth rebuilding can often come
down to determining what parts are available for the job.
“When evaluating an engine job, I first check on the
availability of the parts needed, then I check with other
rebuilders to see if anyone has rebuilt one and find out what
glitches I should be aware of,” explains Glen Miller, general
manager and vice-president of Competition Engine Machine
Inc. in Winnipeg, Manitoba. “With some engines, tolerances
are very tight, and if you are not paying attention you can get
yourself in more trouble than not.”
Machine shop manager Laurie Noske of Coquitlam
Automotive echoes Miller’s sentiments on parts availability.
“I find that in the aftermarket world a lot of parts aren’t
always made as well as the OE parts, even though they may
claim they are.”
While Miller and Noske no longer see many build-qualityrelated engine failures that used to keep many shops busy,
timing belt failure-related damage is continuing to grow, and
there are always those trouble engines that tend to crop up.
Noske points out the Mercedes Smart Car as one that has
problems with the cylinder heads.
“They usually run into a coolant issue. All the coolant
connections are plastic, so they can toss a hose or start to
leak, and if you don’t catch it you get into other issues,”
explains Noske. “We’ve had quite a few here where we’ve had
to straighten the head because the cam rocks. And, like a lot
of import models, they are equipped with non-serviceable
guides, so we have to go into the U.S. and order replacement
guides from a guide-making shop.
“We also find the same guide issue with BMWs. When the
guides get too much clearance you can’t buy a serviceable
guide, so rather than throw away the cylinder head we go to
the aftermarket world and get them custom made,” he adds.
Timing belt repairs are still on the rise, even though many
OEs are moving to chain drives. “Belt drives generally have
a life expectancy of 110,000 km, and the newer chain drives
are designed with the same life expectancy so work in this
category will continue to grow. The move to chain drives
is more for cost saving rather than providing a longer life,”
explains Miller.
According to Miller, cylinder head repairs are the best
jobs to get now. “They often have several valves in each cylinder. Whether it be a V6 or an inline four, if there is a gasket
failure the head has to be checked over and the valve seals
changed,” adds Miller.
Noske points out how the Internet has changed the view
many people have of the rebuilt engine market. “Many
people have the impression that a crate engine they purchase
south of the border is different from the rebuilt engine they
can get from a local rebuilder,” he explains. “At the end of
the day, I guess we need to say that we aren’t selling rebuilt
engines; we are selling crate engines. It seems the terminology for rebuilt motors makes a difference to customers.”
When it comes to the tighter tolerances of newer engines,
Noske says it really doesn’t make any difference in the job.
“An engine is an engine. We’ve had engines with tight tolerances before, so it really is no different now. It really comes
down to fitting them properly and making sure everything is
going to work. We get parts from dealers and the aftermarket
and you just have to make sure all those parts fit properly.”
Keeping up with technology is also key. “We have different
seal installers, and our cylinder head equipment is constantly
getting upgraded because we get different size valve stems,
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so we need pilots and valve heads that are different. Now,
we often get cylinder heads in with four or five valves in one
cylinder,” explains Miller.
“My dad started in the industry back in 1965 and, if not
every year then every other year, we always updated something to make our job better or more accurate,” explains
Louis Musgrov of Crosstown Engine Rebuilders in Toronto,
Ontario. “If you’re not upgrading your stuff, what you will
find is after many years you will start to fall behind, then
you realize you can’t produce an engine as fast or as good as
someone else can.”
For Musgrov, parts procurement is a challenge, but is not
necessarily a big issue. “I inventory a fair amount of parts, so
if a customer orders something I sell a lot of, I replenish it. I
am constantly using my own inventory.”
Musgrov says he stocks a lot of components for the more
popular engines he sells. “The 4.7s, the 3.0 litres are the
most common engines we do sell, so I carry most of the parts
in stock and when we do sell, I restock though my monthly
order. We do a wide arrangement of engines in our shop,
from performance engine rebuilding to diesel trucks, to
marine engines and passenger cars and light trucks. The
more popular repairs include Volkswagen, the Mazda 6, the
3.0 and the 2.3 Mazda engines. We also do a large amount
of the 5.4 engines out of the F150 Fords, the 4.7 Dodges, and
the 4.8, 5.3, and 6.3 GM motors.”
“Because we work on so many different styles of engines
here, we carry the small tooling for the Volkswagens that
have five valves per cylinder, and we have the tooling for the
large diesel engines. We have to have the equipment to do
that type of work. It I don’t have it I buy it,” adds Musgrov.
With tolerances so different with each engine that comes
in the door, when it comes to resurfacing heads or boring a
block, machine shops are quite often faced with very different specs from engine to engine. “It’s always a good idea to
make those phone calls to some of the bigger rebuilder shops
and check with those guys to see if they have done them or
not. They are always very helpful,” adds Miller.
“The engines are becoming more difficult to build now,
with the timing chains, balancing shafts and tensioners, so
the rebuilding process has gotten more complex, and some
are more challenging than others and the costs will reflect
that,” adds Musgrov.
“We are in a buying group and we stock some parts, but
when you have to order parts, freight costs are high. Even if
it’s just a set of gaskets, because of the shape of the box the
cost is higher,” adds Miller. “Before, when you could get parts
locally, you could rebuild a small block Chevy in a couple of
days. Now, unless you are stocking those parts, you are going
to take the better part of a week.”
Competition Engine Machine’s main business is domestic,
with industrial equipment repairs running a close second.
“We could be doing a 5.3 or 6.8 for a Chevy Silverado, then
the next job could be a forklift with a Mitsubishi V6. The
parts are similar but the industrial equipment tends to be
more heavy-duty; even the gaskets are heavy-duty,” says
Miller.
Coquitlam Automotive has a very strong antique auto
collector market that keeps the shop busy. “It seems we have
developed a pretty good following in the classic car market,
so we have a pretty good hit on that. Plus we get a lot of cylinder head work from the local dealerships we serve. In cylinder head work we pretty much see everything,” adds Noske.
Despite the larger trends affecting this market, savvy
engine rebuilding shops that maintain a focus on the needs
of their core customer base will continue to thrive.
JN
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact aross@jobbernews.com

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Allan’s Automotive Electronics Ltd.

www.allansautomotive.com
Phone: 780-469-8060
Your Automotive Test Equipment Repair
Specialist Tool Sales and Service.
We provide service and warranty for most makes
of automotive test equipment.

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Aisin World Corp. of America, Inc. (AWA),
a leading Tier One
automotive components
supplier and one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of aftermarket parts. AISIN’s
original equipment technology and know-how
is used to ensure product quality and reliability.
To learn more about our products, request a
catalogue today. www.aisinaftermarket.com
Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
Research and testing. Just two of
the reasons Goodyear automotive
replacement products deliver the
ultimate in performance and value.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines humming”

AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS
Carcone’s Auto
Recycling and Wheel
Refinishing
www.carcone.com
With over 32 years of experience Carcone’s
Auto Recycling & Wheel Refinishing is your one
stop for quality recycled products and wheel
refinishing needs. Call today at 1-800-263-2022
or visit us on line at www.carcone.com
Standard Auto Wreckers
View Our Online
Inventory @ www.
standardautowreckers.
com or call 416-286-8686.
Experienced Shipping
Department to Ensure Parts Arrive Safely.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
The Automotive
Aftermarket
E-Learning Centre Ltd
www.aaec.ca
AAEC - BEST - Business
Evaluation Support
& Training - Instructing and Coaching with
the Proven Business Management Tools that
drives a shop’s Bottom Line, Team Culture and
Marketplace Credibility.

GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading
manufacturer of skin care
products and services for
many marketing including automotive and
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a
commitment of creating well-being through hand
hygiene and healthy skin.
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AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for all
your industrial gases and
welding supplies.
Auto Test Tools.ca

Your one stop for
specialized diagnostic
tools and accessories.
Contact; www.auto-know.com, ronbrown@
on.aibn.com, 1-800-665-8773

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Bestbuy Distributors Limited
www.bestbuyautoparts.ca
Independent buying
group and warehouse
distributor that allocates
its profits to member shareholders and provides
unbeatable value for independent jobbers.
The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group

HAND CLEANERS

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Company

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

Marketplace

Buy. Sell. Employ.
Search.

Jobber News
Marketplace Classifieds
Reach Key Aftermarket Players.
Across Canada.
Every month.
From less than $150 a month.
For more info, contact the
publisher at
aross@jobbernews.com or
call toll free from Canada
1-800-268-7742 ext. 6763, or from
the U.S. 1-800-387-0273
ext. 6763.
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MAKING THE CASE FOR QUALITY
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garages and bodyshops
really want.
Plus: Oil Change And
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s we kick off the new year, it has come to my attention from a number of people
I respect that “the race to the bottom” is still going full tilt.
This isn’t new, but what is relatively new is just how low that bottom has
become. Many years ago, when a brake industry professional I respected suggested the need for an aftermarket product certification body in this country – along the
lines of the TUV of Germany – to ensure that the products available on the market at
least met OE specifications, I disagreed because the cheapest product I had seen on the
market, if lacking in certain spit and polish and other features such as lifetime warranties
and cataloguing, were still of reasonable quality.
My, how things have changed: from ball joints that won’t even support the weight of the
car when a tech is letting it down from the hoist, to brake friction that has questionable
stopping power, rotors that warp on contact, spark plugs that are clearly used and cleaned
and resold, and – particularly salient nowadays – wheel bearings that last just long enough
to be dangerous.
I should be clear here that I’m not talking about any brand that you might be aware
of, but this makes it no less troubling. Brand isn’t even an issue for these truly deficient
products,
I used to think that the lowest of the low product – the kind that doesn’t even deserve
to be installed on a car – would be weeded out quickly and permanently by the market.
Who, I asked myself, would even take this kind of risk?
What I didn’t count on was how the combination of a new class of price consciousness
would combine with a cynicism that I can only call delusional: that every claim by a supplier was only fuelled by greed and the need to support “fancy packaging and marketing
campaigns.” I’ve read some of the blogs and comments over the years, and if this and
other magazines were commanding the kind of advertising pricing that some otherwise
intelligent folks think we are, we would be having a very different conversation right now.
But what is also troubling is how so few of you – in the back office and on the counter –
have been able to effectively overcome the price pressure that these downright dangerous
products have caused.
It’s not all black and white, and yes I do know that the best among you know that the
best approach to combating this sort of price competition is to simply dismiss these subpar
products. But having the skill to effectively communicate the real benefits of legitimate
quality products in the face of such competition does not come naturally to everybody,
a situation further complicated by the constant internal pressures every jobber feels to
reduce his cost of acquisition.
I do think that the topic of quality standards certification deserves to be revisited, but
I’m also patently aware of the resistance to increased costs that may accompany it. And
if you’re thinking about a legislative approach, I’ll just say that even if it were in place,
enforcement of existing legislation by both the provincial and federal governments has
already been spotty.
So my challenge to you for the coming year is to work to become more than just a buying organization, but to become a selling organization.
Work with suppliers and trainers to get your communication skills to top-of-class performance. Know how to defend the price you need on the products you stand behind.
Know how to do the same for the value your organization brings to its customers.
Nobody really wants to install failure-prone products. Customers buy them because
they think they are better than they are; they believe they will do the job, and because a car
owner might never return to the garage that installed that part even when it fails, might
not even be aware of when they do not.
Adopt a supportive approach that shows your customers you are working with them to
navigate the increasingly murky waters that characterize today’s globally sourced market.
It may well be the most important commitment you make for you, your business, and
your customers.
— Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor aross@jobbernews.com
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